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ON THE LIQurDlTY OF INDUS'tRIAL . - -', 

ENTERPRISE .. : " 

- / 

By ICHIRO OTSUKA --

1. FOREWORD 
/. 

_ Among the various industrial and economic phenomena 
· attendant on the procesS"of war economy, which,seen from 
· the angle of such economy, are. entitled to special treatment 
and 'study because of their.inherent practical importance but 
which .'in actuality. h'iive not yet received such treatment, is 
found the phenomenon of the liquidity of industrial enter, 
prise. True, this phenomenon is nothing new, for it has 
remained one of the practical economic problems becanse of 

.• its very 'nature from th.e re·motepast,.since the days when 
national economy •. ·of circulation structure and .business 
organization of marketpfoduction began. . This is especially 
so in the case of the banking business. . However, the fact 
stands that it is only in Germany that it has been receiving 
special treatment as a generalecon()mie phenomenon in all 
branches of industrhil enterprise and as a problem of the 
seience of business, management_ 

Now, the viewpoint from which this phenomenon is 
taken uphy the science of business management in Germany 
is identical- in nature with' that from which· it is observed in 
practical economic life. . In other words, the German science 
of industrial management defines industrial enterprise as an 

. organization unit of circulation economy having as its highest 
task the persuance of the highest possible profit-making, and 
this definition embraces the view that the form of its .funda
mental existence is determined from inside industrial enter-' 

· prise by two opposing demands, namely security for its own 
existence and the maintenance and expansion of its yielding 
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power. Some scholars show a degree of dissimilarity' in tone, 
but such is their fundamental attitude ,common to all. This •. 
scholastic attitud~ is bound to make the composition of 'the 
property of an industrial enterprise and its capital the object. 

, 'of an analytical examination on the basis of these two op-
. posing demands. The existing Germari science of ind~strial,' 

management has found the Iiguidity of industrial enterprise 
in such a field . of. vision. The main stand taken by this 
science is the. economic interests of private economy. To 
speak more concretely, only the economic standpoint of 
individ ual creditors against industrial enterprises and i:hat.of . 
the existence' and pr.ofit'making .of enterprlsesthem'selves' 

, caused the science of industrial management to take up the 
'_ liquidity of industrial enterprise as a subject of its' study. 

H.owever, present·day science .of industrial management must 
advance its treatment .of this phenDmenDn as wen 'as .other 
generalecDnDmic phenDmena beyond such a traditional 

.. attitude and its restri,cted visiDn. - A new develDpment must 
be shDwnas regards the viewpDint frDm which the liquidity. ' 
.of industrial' enterprise ShDUld. be .observed.' . ' 

. The'intensificatiDn 'and prDIDngatiDn .of war in scale and 
dUrliti~n must bring the realizatiDn that the two g~eatest 
tasks .of war econDmy, namely; the' preventiDn .of price infla
tiDn and prDductiDn expansiDn can .only be given their' sDlu~ 
tiDn essentially in their close relatiDns w.ith the industrial" 

, management. - The' prDblem in this wise will be taken up at 
"the Dutsetasa highly technical issue.' This means that its" 

, .-:, - " " ,,--,.'. 

pivDtal pDint is grasped .only within material and quantitative 
and qualitative fields .of visiDn. In actual practice,Dnly the 
prDblems .of resulting quantity 'and quality are. mainly taken ", 

, up as issues, while means emplDyed 'and methDds adDPtedare' 
, " apt tD be 'given a.comparativelyslight cDnside~ati.on;Atany, 
, ',. rate; the war-ecDnDmic, significance ,.' .of. cDrisiderirtg' industrial· " 

eril:ert)ri~, ... in its mDnetary reI ations will be often neglected, 
". even at times positively rejected. Hov,.ever; it will b~ , 
im,reasinglyrecognizedthat the fundamental need of sol~ing 

, the problems .of W""ar econornywill reveal the truthfhat the,' 'C 

, J.. ~ \. . 
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.concrete solution of the problems_ ." has 'a, phase" ~hiCh .. can 
" ne~e_f.be , eJtplailled ' ,ad~qtiatelY' by th~m~reob~erv~tion . of, 

quality "and quantity -,inVolved; because it. is closely boulld 
I • up·wj{htheindustri~l mal1agement asawhole. It will be 

observed ~that ,there existeconomic~, problems, monetary . 
. (.problems inp!irficular, around industriaienterprise.We 

. ha~ereachedthestage wherE( due recognition is about to 
. be given to the fact that the,realization of production ex· 
pansiOl'l is dependent On' the high·deiree utilization of various' 
means of production"asjtsprimary requisite. We are 'con- . 
strained to ask' the, question 'as to how the various means 

, ()f produttionin the industrial enterprise can be utilized in 
order ·to assure th\! highest possible industrial efficiency. . An 
exa'mination of this problem will prove the key to the solu
tion of war prod'uction. 'From the same standpoint, a re
examination must be . made into the treatment of ,various 
·problems attending on industrialente'rprise. When the 
matter is .regarded from its economic relations only,it will 
.be found that the predilection observation .from .quantity 
. must. be supplemented: by an, observation of ~onetary eco
nomy as !in important issue .. As has been already pointed 
out, the liquidity of industrial enterprise has been taken up 
mainly asa problem cOllcerning the interests of industtial 
capitaL But 'the time has come when it must be asked 
whether or not, this problem may not contribute to the 

.-solution of the urgent probletilof production expansion, as 
all means of wartime produCtion must be strengthened. 
Thus; . a new vista is' about to be opened up for the liquidity 
of industrial enterprise. Thus, it is evident that it will give 
rise. to various new economic problems of utmost importance, 
but" their profound investigation should be preced by the 
clarification of' the concept of the liquidity of industrial enter
prise, especial1y in view of the fact that there has been no . 
definite· concept regarding this matter. It is the purpose of 
the. present article to consider the problems of ,this concept. 

e 
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2. POSSIBILITY OF THE CONCEPT OF THE 
.' LIQUIDITY O~ INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE 

B~causeof the German wo~d " Liquiditat", some scholars 
'. in Japan use the word "fluidity" in referring to the liquidity 

of industrial enterprise; but I am convinced that the term 
" liquidity" is' a . more fitting word to designate this economic 

. phenomenon. '1 shall first co/nsider how this' concept' came: 
to be formed in the composition of industrial life. 

The essence of industrial' enterprise lies in its being a, 
kind of an economic un if structure which exists in the en
vironmei:ils of national economy, presupposing-enviromnental 
demands, and having as its highest task the continued 
realization of an independent and accounting production,. in 
,order to meet these demands.' The life of industrial enter-
. prise, as such is regulated by its essence and begins when' 
a' definite amount of economic value as'a basic means of 
p~oductive process, in an individual accounting ownership 
organization of circulation economy mechanism, is' accomo- .' 
dilted from some outside ind'ividual orga~ization, reserved 

. and offered for use. This economic value which primarily 
conditions the objective existence of industrial enterprise' is 
Called capital of enterprise. 

Now, no, word 'is- more variously defined~: in economic 
science and economic common sense than this.word. Mani' 
'fold Indeed are the "Works on the criticism and, cl1irification 
of the term'" capital" both here and abroad.' However, 

'. these divergent views may be grouped il1to two divisibns or 
'. , . 1 . . .. 

, types when they,'arec1assified according tO,the' economic' 
function of capital. The first group regards the function of 
capital as a means of profit·making, while. the ot'her con
siders'it as that of production. The- latter. regards capital 

. , a~ a production means having as its unavoidable prerequisite 
its oWn dIsposition of preparation asa spedaleconomic use; 
~O'. that both theproductivEl use: of permiment materials . 

. (which ,are p~()ductive means, re@iring the lapse of time fo; .. 
its complete efficacy) and the execution of production (also· 

. . "I - -
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)' ... ' "requiring fire lapse' of time for its completion) may become 
" .. ,',possible.. In other words, this view considers capital as an 

_,economi.c:valueof, abstract form which is. a fundamental· 
factor for enabling the real and effective use; utility and dis

"'llositioIl' of . various .5pecialmeansofproduction such' as 

',~ .--

, machinery, .raw materials and labor, although' capital itself . ' .... " -,' - . ' . ' .. '- - ". .',' 

IS not, such a concrete means of productIOn: If thIs vIew 
,of 'capital .is 'adopted, .its . economic function' beyond the 
restri,ction of the so·called capitalistic production composition 
having as. its highest and "primarY object theself-expansi'on 
of individuaLcapital,wifl befecognized_ This meaning of 

,capital was in ~mind when I stated that the life" of an in
dustria\enterprise begins when a definite amount of capital 

. '", \ 

is reserved and utilized as a ineans of production Which is 
carried.-on therein in an individual accounting ownership 
. • - , ' j 

organization. • . 
" Although capital isa productive means which functions 

. as a basic factor enabling through its disposition and use 
, the productive combin~tion of various aefinite and concrete 
means,' it does not itseif function as a technical means which 
is restricted by some intri'nsic, definite ,and . concrete, form: 

". The real substance of capital is no other than. an .• econOmic 
value of abstract form. 'When capital having such a quality 
as noted above is utilized and reserved by an accounting' 

, , organization of individual' ow~ership which is the place of 
production' in the first stage of the formation of an industrial 
enierpris~, it is BUp,pliedessentially to that ,organization by 

.. some other outside agency. It is imniaterial whether or not 
such a_noutside organization which supplies capital is con· 
trolled by the 'organization which receives it.' ,At any rate, 
all ,basic ~ industrial capital is supplied to ,an accounting 

. organization' of individual ownerShip by another agency 
which does not belong'to the· former organization. Wh~n 

\ -: , - . ,,' 

capital is supplied in this wise, it. usually takes the form of 
money. 'This is ,because money Iunctions as a general 
medium' ()f exchange or' as a general means of payment in 
the case of the shifting of value between different individual 
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, economic organizations, although capital is simply'an ecp· ., 
nomic productive fa~tor in its essence and j~ 'not restricted' 
in its existence ;by any ,definite or/concrete for'm., Thus, in • 

, the first stage of the i:levelo~ment ofind ustrial life or in the 
first process Of industrial expansion,capital in monetary form " 
.is supplied from outside economies to a particular accounting 
organization of individual ownership to !Jeutilized thereby., 
The outside economy which, supplies such capital may be 
either an industrial organization or domestic organization and 
i~ not necess~rily of one form of organization. ' But what is 
important in this connection IS the fact that; when a definite 
amount of monetary 'Value is supplied to an industrial enter· ' 
prise by, some outside economi as capital, it is- not supplied 
to counter some offer made by that·'enterprise. 
, , To"this statement, some may ,object saying that ca,pital 
is s\1pplied as a counter offer to the payment of interest or 
profit by an industrial enterprise. But it is.clear that counter - ' 
offers in snch a Sense are no other than the use. of capital, 
that is, the disposition of capital in.. some int~rval; and the 
original amount of capital never is supplied to an industrial 
enterprise in, any relations of cancellation against the offer 
of any equiv:ilent value. Therein lies the important feature 
or' characteristic of the payment relations of 'capital, unlike 
other payment relatio,ns among different economies: Thus, 
when capital is supplied to SOIpe industrial enterprise, whe· 

, ther it be, its own, or otherwise, that enterprise bears the 
liability ,in an economic sense, against that capital. In other 
words, that enterprise must return that capital in some form 

'to its original possessor within some period of time. The 
period may be limited or unlimited but 'in all cases the ac· 
comodation of capital means the shouldering ~f liabilities 'for 
industrial enterprises. This is a common phenomenon for 
all enterpri~es in' which capital' is invested. ,The difference 
between one's own capital and 'some other'sc-eapital is seen 
not only in whether or not its original possessor is the Same 
as the subject of an industrial enterprise but also in the fact 

,that, whereas the period of the disposition of' capital given _ 

.. 
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',', to'an~jndu~triaLenterpriseis indefinite ,'in the :ca.se .of .the 
, former; it.is Ii~itedin the' case ~f the latter:-' At any rate, ' 
. ".,' ..... ..' ". ~ , . 
basic capital (excepting self-accumulated reserves and surplus 

'capital) means indebtedness:" Conseq~ently, to possess capa-, 
, 'city for outside paym-ents regarding-capital, is an essential 

condition shouldered by an .industrial entel"prit;?e;'Thisis 
dear enough in the case of an outsider'sqipitill, but' seen' 
from the essence of economic relations, self-pOSsessed capital 

, cannot escape the same condition_ 'The return of capital or 
its withdrawal from' an industrial enterprise rrlusfessentially • ", 

"be made in monetary from as 'in the case of the accorrloda-
, tion of' capital. In short, the ~eservatioii of capital is the 
,'first condition .of -the formation a~cr existence of an industrial 
,enterprise'; and the reservation of capital, theaccomodation 

. of qutsider's capital in particular, places the liability on the 
enterprise to make payments to the source of, its original 
supply by' monetarY means within some period of time. 

We have above seen the fact that an industrial' enter
, prise is subjected to monetary conditions regarding its capital 

- from the first stage of its formation and establishment,/ Nor 
. are such conditions limited to the accomodation of capital. 
We have already seen that the accomodation--of capital is 
made by, means of monetary form which is a 'general means 
of payment. Now, it should be noted that monetary, capital 

, , possesses the highest degree of. abstractness among all forms 
of capital. For this reason, when an 'industrial enterprise is' 
'in the stage of reserving its monetary capital,it-'has not yet 
possessed any concrete and positive character but remains 
only an abstract debtor. 'In order that capital realizes its 
essence and an enterprise displays its productive function by , , 

developing its concrete substance, it is necessary that mone- ' 
tary ?leans should change its character and, should be utilized 

, as a condition of complex and various concrete productive 
means and their combined, use; In other words, ,unless the' 
accomodation of productive means 'and 'its' unffed use of 
various concrete productive means should be made with the 
support of capital, the concrete development of an industrial 

.. 



enterprise would~otbe realized'. Some of the scholars ·of 
thescienceofinclustrial manageinentregard an industrial 

,:enterprise, 'as seen"from the above abstract and negative 
phase, as . an jntrinsicenterprise (Unternehmung). -~ These 

· scholars',consider' such an enterprise as-not being aconcrete 
bu'siness economy and thus aistinguish between' an enterprise. 

• and concrete b~siriess organization. I cannot share in their 
opinion becaUSe 'of its over· abstraction of the form of the 
concept of enterprise. ,'I realize that 'the cOl}.creterealization 
oEan industrial enterprise would not be possible, unless the 

. 'capital of an enterprise should develop into various, definite 
and concrete'forms from its monetary form. Anenterprise 

· in such a'state has only a negative existence as an organiza· 
tionforbearing liabilities to outside economies and does .not 
have any positive substance of an organization charge<I with 

· the task of productive realization, because there- is not yet 
any' concrete. and positive process of production-<ieveloped., 
The existence of a concrete industrial enterprise begins with 
the,accomodation of various concrete forms of productive 

'. means and with their combined use, 
Now, it will be noted that the form of development for 

capital from its monetary form to divergent definite forms 
.- " --'--.. -- . 

in the process of industrial production is in a circle instead 
of a straight line.' For at· the time of the establishment or 

· expgnsion of an industrial enterprise, money secured in the 
form of accomodated capi'tal is used in getting from some 

, outside economy .such productive means of definite functions 
as personal, material, fixed, or fluid, tangible or intangible 
means. All this: means that the capital is, changed into 
various means of production in the first stage of its indus· 
trial transformation. These means of production will be 
utilized in combined forms of various descriptions according 
to the respective characteristics of differentbra~ches ·of in· 
dustry under-an industrial enterprise. In this case, part or 
'the whole of capital value participating in these means of 
production will move into the newly created products, In, 

. other words, the existence of capital functions as an economic 
. . , 

.. -"- , 
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; basis for 'Ill aint~in illgprdd ucts ·.with iritheenterprise. With· 

. '" ", ",,: , '-~) -' -,.,~,~ ." ,-",\ - , .. ', ., 

...{)ut~apitalorif)ackingsuffi~tamount, part orthe whole.-
of. proQucts.a;nii6ttemain for a single moment in .' the ill' 
,dustrial entexpi'ise. ~hich has 'produced them.(.W!5Jlthe 

.,' formation of prOQucts,the transformation of industrial capitaf 
, will enteritssecon,d stage, but itf~rther continues to change. 
" Production by . an indrlstrialenterprise is' not carried on for . "- - ,:'., ~. ',- . .' - '. .', . ) 

., the sake of the direCt consumption of those in charge of the 
enterprise,bti(;.ltsproducts must be supplied' to outside 

, " . ..-,. -" ," ~ 

economies, because production itself is intended for the . 
. satisfaction of demands by outside economies.' An industrial 

. ,enterprise' receives ,a counter offer of an equivalent value 
.when >it supplies, products to outside economies in 'its position 
of being an independent unit of economic organization, and. 
this counter offer is made in monetary payments from out, 
side economies to the enterprise; Thus, . capital becomes 
money after its third transformation.. Capital here is reo 
turned to jts original form and the enterprise receives it in 
~oney,for a second time in a cycle of production ,or tran· 
saction process. But' what should be noteqin 'this connection 
is the factthat monetary capital 'which is regained by means 
of the transformation of capital" form and in consequence by 
the circle of industrial' productive prO!;ess, is givendut not 
in the, form of capital supply from outside ,economies to the 

_ enterprise,:but as ,the aquisition of proceeds from sales 
(Erlos). Sales made in eachcircie in principle must include 
at least, the. whole amount of value' included in the circulat· . 
ing productivenieans which participated in the production 
of goods sold to outside as well as part of the value of con· 
tinuous means of production. Thus, the money which is 
acquired 'by, an enterprise at the ,last. stage of the circle of . 
productive process (transaction process) is' again used in the 
acquisition of· various definite means of. production. (In the 
case of permanent materials,the part consumed is reS'ervecl 
and the renovation' of equipment is' made after a d~finite 
interval).· Thus,' the circrllation of ca.pital in production is 
made anew. 
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In this way; an .industrial organization is enabled to 
.arry on.a continuous smooth cycle of production as de

,mandedby outside· economies. The industrial enterprise 
- once' entedng a continuous process of re~tition acquire's 

. various definite means of production from outside economies' 
. .-" .' . 

by, means of money gained by its selling of, products, and 
further acquires monetary~ means by supplying goods made 

'. - , " 

by the combined use of these productive means tooutsicfe . 
agencies for renumerations. Thus~ it will be seen that an 
enterprise enters into contact relations 'of value-exchange. 
with outside economies twice in each stage of its productive 
proces~, and one phase of value movement in these 'cQntact 
relations has a monetary form. At first one phase is seen 
in the circul<:\tion of ,money from an enterprise to outside 
and another phase is seen at the end in the circulation of' 
money from outside to the enterprise. The former circula-. . 
tion of money is a prerequisite for en'abling the acquisition 
of productive means which is essential for the formation of 
industrial products, while the last circulation ·()f money is 
the source of monetary, acquisition which assures the repeti
tion of the former circulation of money. Thus. the basic 
conditions for' assuring the smooth repetition of production 
for. outside demands as well as the continuous existence of 
the enterprise itself will be the smooth realization of. the 
movement' of monetary' exchange on two occasions in the 
relations of mutual· ':iependence in' industrial processes. In 
other words, in orde~ t6 acquire productive means, the 
reservation of money as their compensation must . be 
made, and in order that such monetary reservation may' be 
made, goods produced must be sold at prices at least above 
the production cost. Unless this be made, the continuous 
existence of the enterprise would become impossible .. ' 

We have seen in' the outset of the present discussIon 
the fact that the industrial unitol economic organization 
bears the liability of making monetary payments to outside 

. with regards to its capital,because 'of the essence of its very 
establishment: We have just seen that the enterprise also 

, ..... 

, 
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.. <beats a si~i1~i oblig~tion of' making monetary payments'to 
.... "outsideasregardstheacqui~ition of productive means, and 
- tbat'this6bligationrepeats. itself. . These conditions on the. 

~nterprise to make monetary· payments is based on the essence 
· of its very existence. Unless such monetary payments 'in" 
· two. economic" relations are made· smoothly and without 
· defa.ult from. time to time· in concrete· forms, the . collapse, ' .. 
diminishment; setback and deadlock of the enterprise' will . 

. ~ be unaV:oidable.· . If the healthy and continuous existenceef 
an enterprise is demanded, it follows that there will "arise 

" an important problem inindui)trial life concerning ·the pOS-.· 
sibility of releasing the obligation of monetary payments in 
these two sets of relations. Therein lies a real and living 
.basis for the formation of the concept of industrial liquid
ity. 

3. -THE CONCEPT OF THE LIQUIDITY 
OF ENTERPRISE. 

In the absence of any uniform concept .of the liquidity 
of industrial enterprise, an adequate- treatment of problems 

· attending on this subject should be preceded by a re-examina-· 
tion, adjustment and re-composition Qf. various concepts of 
this economic phenomenon, in order to clarify' and elucidate . 
its real ·meaning. We haye already seen how the concept 
of the liquidity of enterprise is formed in the process of 
various industrial and economic interrelations_ I shall now 
first formulate the broadest possible concept as well as a 
special concept to be' placed subservient to the former, in 
my attempt to make the formation of orderly concepts 
regarding this phenomenon. 

(1) The. broadest concept of the . liquidity of enterprise. 
We have already .seen that an enterprise is obliged to make. -
monetary payments to outside· agencies in connection with 
both the acc()modation of capital and the 'acquisition of'pro
ductive means Of some definite forms .and that' the- release 

· of this obligation is an unavoidable and basic condition for 
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, ,satisfying the deman'd for the 'sane existence and develop· 
'menLof the 'el!terprise; this obligation can be released 'only 

by the reservation of 'monetary payments in appropriate 
"amounts.' These monetary pay,il;Ients may <take various 

", forms, each of which may 'have Its own definiteindustriili 
, meaning. But, we shall ,ignore these various. definite forms 
of, the' obligation of monetary payments by -taking it in an 
abstract and general form. " We can take up the ,monetary' 
economic expression of the living capacity of 'an enterprise 
seen in the contrast'between its obligation to make monetary 
payments from time to time and the monetary reserves the 
enterprise possesses from time to time"as 'a means of releas-

" ing this' obligation. 'In other words, we can make an issue 
ina general form of the capacity possessed by, an enterprise 
of releasing its obligation to, make, monetary payments from 
time to time. , ,The concept made in this case on the in· 
dustrial living capacity of such abstract form as the basic 

, ,factor is nothing but the broadest concept of the' liquidity 
of industrial enterprise'. 

(2) ,Capital liquidity. 'The obligation of monetary pay
ments may take various forms. ' First, I wish to take up one ' 
particular form, namely, obligation,of payments in connection 
with capital. As regards capital which is invested, loaned 

. or entrusted to an enterprise on .the condition of some gain 
for its use, that enterprise stands on a negative position of 
bearing a debt obligation. Interest paid or profit given is 
for the use of capital for some period of time, so that capital 
is not supplied to an enterprise as a counter offer like pay
ment for commodities. Thus, an enterprise should be pre· 
pared to make payments in case demand for the withdrawal 
of capital should be made upon the arrival of its period of 
redemption., Since capital by others is supplied usually for 
some lim ited"period of time, there is no question that the., 

,obligation ,of making monetary payments becomes a rear 
problem. But also in the case of self·supplied capital, ex
cepting' that part which is a surplus accumulated in the 

"production process, its economic source must have itsexis-
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tence in some outside element, and,"for this r:eason the 
, enterprise even in such a case has the ,obligafion,'to make 
payments: economically, 'regarding its capitaL'" However, the 
only difference' in this cai;le is that the 'period of payment is 
usually ,uncertain and thebbligationof payment is not 

, carried out_ except in the case of the dissolution of the enter' 
prise. Moreover, in the case of individual enterprises,such 
an obligation does not take a legal form: For these reasons 
the existence of the obligation of making payments in the 
case of self-supplied capital is often forgotten_ , But there" is 
no aoubt of the existence of such anobligiiio~ for capital, 
when one discards one's engrossment with legal form and" 
takes an economic viewpoint of the situation. " 

Thus, an enterprise should always stand in readiness to 
make payment by monetary means in order to release its 
obligation upon the arrival of the time limit for its legal or 
economIc fulfillment. " When this redemption of capital 'is 
impossible or unexpected by an enterprise,-its' formation to 
-begin with would be impossible, nor can it secure capital 
from others. ,Moreover. in actual,p;actice, when the fulfill
ment of such an obligation becomes impossible owing to a, 
deficiency of means of payments, the existence of the enter
prise will come to ah end. - Thus, there appears the problem 
of the living capacity of an enterprise in the relations of 
contrast between the amounts of payments to be obligatory .. 
to the enterprise from time to time for its ,capital and the 
amounts of monetarY payment reserves of the enterprise. 
The payment capacity of an enterprise regarding its general 

,- capital, in such a sense as above sCated can be' grasped by 
means of the concept of the capital liquidity of the enter
prise. 

There are two cases in industrial life relations in which 
capital liquidity become an issue: the first is capital liquidity 

.J ,at the time' of the dissolution of an enterpris~ and the other 
is capital liquidity during the operation of the enterprise. 
In the former case, all capital excepting that which has been 
~ccumulated within, the enterprise must be returned to its 
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outside 'economicsource 'and for this reason capital liquiditY . , 
becomes' !in . is;ue not. only' for.:. capital sup~liedbYothersbiIt -
.. " ._~l "'-.. ' -- _ ... _ " ,. - ' ,<'_.', ".,1,,' 

also. tJ1e self-supplied capital. Of course, preference must '. be,", 
give!l>'toCases in which capital sUPIlliedbyothers IS in-

-' "I ' ' ; _ '. , - -,,', ' - ,." ",-',;," 

volved to that which is supplied by~the<enterprise ,itself .. In, 
"this latter case, capital liquidity will-be formed arid expressed 

in contrasted -r~iationsbetween the amoui'lt of value in 
moneta~y f()r~ o(all the ;ropertyof the enterprise and the 
· amount invested' or . accomodated by.the enterprise . itself .' as 
well as by others. . ..' . .... . ',~ "'.. . . ' .. 

. On the other hand; . capital liquidity -during the operation 
· of an Emterprisehas a different' substapce froin liquidity 
on the pccasion' of thtf dissolution of the: enterpriseln res-

. pect to both its obligation to rnaIre' payments to outside' and . 
means ofpaym~ritbothof which are ltScomponent factors .. 

· In other words, in the.. case of capital, liquiditY-during the 
existence o( an eriterprise, except the special case of capital 
-reduction,there arises;no 'issue-abJut capital liquidity for 

....,:E. ' .-" '" 

self-supplied capital;, only the. liquid ity regard ing :capital 
suppIiedby others as either loans Or as entrusted funds tt> 

.. the eriterprise on the condition of gains for its use, wTll be
, come an issue. And in this case, the property to be reserved 
· for payments as an element of liquidity wiUnot be in .the 
normal operation of the entefp~ise the .eritire proPerty of 
the enterprise but only the so·called circulating property 

, t'" 

which is' united 'With the fixed prqperty of the enterprise : 
thereby forming the' entire propertY,belonging to the e~ter" 

· prise. By' circulating property is meant .such property as 
being capable of turned into means of payments within a 
short time without making any sacrificing difference with 
the amount of value given in the ;:tccountbook.- Cash pos-. 
sesses the highest circulating -power as a primarY means of 
payments, .Deposits with banks situated . nearby and post 
office deposits come next to cash as property ,with high-degree' 
circulating power; ' .• Others Such as negotiable bills of various 
kinds,- commodities and raw materials transacted are also 

...... ./" -', 

kinds of Circulating property, Usually during the operation 
~, 

.' ' 

, "':,' 
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of: ::\n;~llterprise<itsperiods of redemption· of . capital supplied 
.. byOthers'come in.a-systematic;: time .order and at each time 
; '. ", ,"" .. -- .-- .,,'.. - - " - --- - '. . . ' . ,- - . ,- .' ,- ':". --- , " " . 
· capItal :hqUldIty becomes an -Issue.. .' . ...' \ ." 

'_ .. : "Capital liquidity during the -operation' of an enterprise ' 
- -,,',which derives its capita~ from· others, becomes an ,. issue· with '-
. .' ;i~dustriat aridc~mmercial enterprises which are engaged hi ' 

·,-the business of'SupplYing"Some definite and concrete material 
.... ···goods :oruseto,some -outside e~onomy, but it becomes an 

,"iSsue of especial significancewithJhe banking enterprise. 
· Banks, especiallycredil bank~,' are engaged '. in accumulating 

,.' CSipitaifromoutside eco~omiesin the (orm of .tnistfund and 
.. jn 'aecomodating it to . those in.need of .it for their.use· by 

.. utilizing outside confidence in theircapaeity Of payment. 
• " ' , I - . ' ',-

In~.other' words, they.'are engaged in .undertaking the social 
circulation of capital as their essential function: It is one 

'. of the ,essential phases of ,the functions of banks to accumu· 
Jatecapitaron trust byrrieans of outside confidence in them. 
For this reason, utmost importance should 'be attached to 
the basic condition of their own existence as 'to th~ircapacity 

.' .:-of making payments smoothly and without hitches of funds 
· - they are entrusted with, upon 'the arrival of the-periods of 
· .. their redemption or at the demands-of their repayment. In 

other wo'rds" capital liquidity becomes an essentialproblein 
for'thebanking enterprise, because liquidity which becomes 
an issue with banks essentially takes the form of capital 
liquidity. For banks to have the capaCity of satisfying 
the demand for the withd~awal of others'capit-al at any time 
without. hitches, or the principle· of liquidity demanded by' 
the highest order of "normal reserves" for banks will be 
one of the principles of .the man1gemen't .of banking enter· 
. prise having relations with capital liquidity we have defined 
already, . 'It must be noted, of course, that it is only one 
phase of the business of banks to accumulate capital belong· 

- ingto oth~rs on the basis of their confidence ,in their pay· 
· . merit capaCity, for. they must also accomodate·funds to those 

demanding them. Now, banks are confronted by two . con
tradictory tasks : first, they must maintain payment reserves 
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, ' for funds' deposited by ,''others • W'Qosedemand for .. repayment" 
maycom~at,allytilne.'XIt 'is said that evenin'thec!lse,of ' 
,storage, dep6sits '.~~ving.definiteperird$1n!lctualityt~e'·period 
of theii.withdrawal.'is'uncertain). '\.On the oJherhand; banks ,'\ 

'are require.d't~accomo~atecapital to enterprises io\.Vhich ' 
, they IntiSt wait the lapse of muchtilllebefore they.~anwith' 

draw it inordetto promote . industrial .' production. ,These" .' 
. contradid:oty tasKS ··ofbanks. are due to the essence of their 
. fun,ctions. . Therein .lieithe essentially difficult problem of' 
the .\iqliidation 'of the.bankiIig enterprise.'... ", 

"There'llre three rlifferent phases of the problem of 
·.capital. liquidity for' banl{s.' The .fiistphasec{)ncetns the 

reservation of. monetary payments against the ~ormal with; 
drawal of depo3its ; the second phase concerns the reservation 
of monetary pilyment~ for the purpose of clearing the bills . 
of exchange among banks; the third phase concerns the 
payment reservation again,st demands f9r 'payment {)ther thlj.n 
the foregoing two cases or derriand~ of untimely repayments. 
.Although it has been pointed out; that it is mostdifficiiIt to 

. distinguisn these three cases of dem!lnd inactuill practice, 
it is possible to distfnguish themconceptually..Moreover, 
their distinction wiIl' enable the precision of ideas in studying 
the problem of Iiquidity!or' banks.' . 

At anY,.rate, as has been already stated, capital liquidity 
is an essential, manifestation of -:generalliquidity 'in the 

, blj.nking enterprise and at the same ti~ean' essential form 
of liquidity in general which is a matter of concern for the 
capital creditors of enterprise. '. Thus, the 'concepts of Iiqui-

" dity entertained by the studentS of ba'nk management or by 
those who study' the balarice sheets from the viewpoint of 
executing liabilities will be limited to the so-called capital 
liquidity' themeaning of w~ich we ·have explruned. For 
instance, Linhardt defines liqui~ity as the condition of pay
ment reserves which· is expressed by the' contrast, between 

• the indebtedness whose period has' either come or is ap; 
pro]ching and money' or some form. of property which is " 

, easily. convertible, to money. ,', Gerstner' finds the essence of 

~ .. -
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I -- liquidity' in the full possession of means in, order to avoid 
, -- ~,.' -... - / ' ,- -~, " " ": ~, 

the '.tightness,ofpayment for, an indebtedness about to ,fall ~' 

'due, orinthecapability'offunandimmeQiate'p~ynient" ,~ ~, , 
>' '" < Again, Kalveram considerstheliquid\tyofbanks is'expressed ,~,. ' 

" l_. ' _ \; , ','. '_'-,:_, :_."\ "':_', _ " _ , 

in the percentage ,of the circulatingpropertY,or"property , 
capable of immediate conversion to cash to 'an enterprise's" 

'total amounf of debts. All these views ,of ~cholars 'indicate 
,the utmost'import~nce attached to~apitaTliquidit'y. But it 
'Should be noted that, while _capitaliiquiditiisanessenti~1 
Iiquidityfot Danks, it is cOllfined to onlyon~category 'of 

\ the .liquidity of enterprise. ~ "', 'f",.' " 
, J3)' The:.cond~pt of liquidity as: meaningthemonetiza- " 
.,' '\. l " _ "<', - ... _ ,. -~ '_ cr. -

tion of property. Explanation so far inakesit,c1earthaUhe 
concept of liquidity is a' relative concept:'ThestiJ:ista~c:eof 
liquidity isfonned by an enterprise's capacity 'of making , 

, re,serves for payment by monetary means 'from time, to time 
against the debts the period of' whbse redemption has' come 
or approaching. ,In other words, thesubst~nceof liquidity' 
consists -in the opposing relations between an enterprise's, 

, obligation of debt payment from time to time and reserves ' 
against'its payment. "This Jis seen in the concept of liquidity 

,held by Nicklisch for he and the scholars of the same ,school 
of thought with hi~,hold that liquidity is found, when the ' 
whole or part 'of .an industrial property possesses a .capacity 

>, of easy and spe~dy monetization. He defines the content of 
liquidity as a,n in\:lere~t and special quality of eacl1 property 
possessed by an enterprise, instead of finding it in the rela·, 
tivecapacity of the enterprise capable' of coping with the 
obligation of payment to outside by monetary means. 'He 

,is of the opinion that ,in everyday terminology, the concept 
of liquidity is connected with indebtedness, partiCularly 
capital supplied by others whose period of redemption is 
ilpproaching, thereby showing the extension of the original 
meaning of the term" liquidity", whichdenoteslhe circulate 
ing:capacityof property. So far each person may be per-

.. mitted to ha~ehis own opinion. But the meaning ~f Nicklisch, 
will be unintelligible unless his concept of liquidity shOUld 
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'beinterpretedasmeanirig. the' capacity'. of an enterprise to 
':reP'ay' its'd~bts, :theperlod of which has tome' or is near at 
~hand,bYnionetary means oUt of'it~ prop~rty~ because 'he " 

, . '-

. , .: defines, ,the degree •. of Iiqu idityas ,propoitional, 'relations' , 
between" part of the property 'which is 'easily conveited- into; 
'iriorietaiy form~ and the amou~t oUdebts about to become 

'. 'du~.';He declaies that ttie_ degreeofli'quidhy.thus .defined 
insubstallce' indicates. whether" the circulating prOperty of 

. r . '._ . _' - " " .I, ' < ••• -, _ .,: .' - ,_ • 

'an enterprise'js equal to in excess 'of or 'defioient to the 
amount of ,debts' the perioos' Qf which·~rriye . from time to 
time. 'However, such views will --be intelligible.only when 

"'; . liquidity is - understood,- as consisting in the capacity of an 
enterprIse to repay' its debts by-mea'ns _of its' property. 
Whim Nicklischsays ~b'at 'thedegree .of ·liquidity is the in
dication of the percentage of theeirculating'propert¥ of an 

.' 'fmterprise to theamount ofjts debts to 'be settled nearby, 
.. he is in "fact unconsciously 'admitting that he himself regards 

liquidity. not as an'absoiut~, concept of the c~pacity of. 
moneti.zation 9n the partof.propertybut \Is a relative con, 
cept of proportional :relatlons .between an enterprIse's. condi
tion of indebtedness and its property condltion from time to 
time. The fact that an entire property.is circulating in itself 
does not· in any wise directly indicate its capa~ity for ~debt 
payment. He s.aYsthat indebtedness is .. the basis that creates 
concern' with the liquidity of ariindustrial property and that 
in conse,<luence the degree of,. the . monetization capacity of 

.property is measured by a contrast between "iridustrial pro
perty and the amount.of its indebtedness, But,df .liquidity 
is an absolute concept,i't must be -said that the deg~ee 0f. 
liquidity must be measured by the proportion between the 
total property and the amount of its circulating portion . 

. But, if the '. degree of liquidity should be' indicated by its 
proportion· to the amount of indebtedness, it will not be 
measured by .indebtedness on the monetizatiollpf the.pro
perty of an enterprise. "On thecoiitrary; it must indicate 

... ' the degree to which.an enterprise can settle its indebtedness' 
by its monetary means of payment upori the arrival of its 
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- period, in- case the circulating portionofjtsproperty should ' . 
. - •... be converted into money. Ir(short, Nicklisch'scoricept b(··· 

. diquidity',is betr3yedby his .Qwnexplanation, whert. its;urt: 
'reasonable substance is analyzed, 'We cannot share his idea ., - , .. - '.- ",' ,----...;: " ,-- - .. ' - ,,', . " .. 
of liquidity which .r~gards it as ,an. absolute and material 

. concept of . the, payment capacity of 'property, •• CLiquidity , 
-- - - . " ',,' ... ~ - ", - \. , 

must be interpreted as a monetaryindustrialc;;ipacity which 
. is grasped in its 'relations with indebtedness .. 1 am of' the .. : 

_ -opinion' the idea of Leitner is far . more rational than that of 
Nicklisch,becausealthough both 'take, up' the capacity'()f the 
monetization of property,. the former - calls this capacity' 
"fluidity" (Fliissigkei) by 'way of distinguishing' it;from 
liquidity which ,is,defined as the relation ,between the pay
mentcapacity of an enterprise or' its property and its in
debedness. 

(4)' . The liquidity of production factors. So long as an:' 
enterprise' maintains its,'own indepe'ndent existence as the 
unit -organization of productive' economy, it ,occupies' the 
position ofa debtor concerning capital invested in it. whether 
it be its ownor~upplied py ,Others. - -Thus,' the important 
problem is ov~rits preparedness to cope with the demands 
for the withdrawal ot capital upon the arrival of its period' 
of- investment 15y means of monetary-'paymenls, from the, 
standpoint of both the original possessor of capital and that 

. of the ertterprise itself. This is especially itrlPortant for 
. banks ~s their very ex~tence.~ang5 on this problem'. Thus, 
. the industria1 and economic importance of capital liquidity 
is self-evident. 

However, the necessity for reservation of monetary pay-
mj':nt in enterprise economy does not have its ground only 
in its relations with the demands for the payment of capital. 
'Nay, such a necessity in the case of some branches of in-_ 
dustry engaged in -the Supply of some definite and concrete 
material goods or service with the exception . of banks,has 
its more important ground in phases other than' those con~ 
nected with demands for the Cpaymentof capital. ' In other 

'words, the-liquidity of enterpriSes does' not becol!1e actualized 
. 



(. .- -:. -

~ , . 

only as capital/liquidity."" , , . ,', 
. ',0 Primarily speaking, the, aniount ofa~enterprise's'debts ' 
, ,the PaYri)ent of which is .dem~nded fromtirne 'to tin1e, '~s 

weii.:asthe rlegree ofr~erve~ for theirpayment,can.be .
graSped by means of the balaricesheet which may be>pre- ',' 
pared from time 'to timi 'H&wever" there are continuous 

• ~ - . •. • - . I ' \ 

,and repeated demands for 'the payment of large suinsof ' 
, , money which are: of such a character .that they donot ap: 

pear -on the' balance sheet but take written fOrm in the ., 
accounting sheet ,only after 'they have become act~ali2:ed,_ 
Against the paymen( of such demands', an etlterprise should 

. be always ,be ready with its means of payment: " " 
Now, how is it that such demands for payment co~e 

to be made ?The answer for this should be made. In the' 
'first place, in an industrial' enterprise, its .various factors of 
production are operated in repetition and in their combined 

. . - - -, "'- . 

acts, and thus its own continued exjstence is 'maintained. 
In other words, an enterprise is,emibled to maintain its own 
existence by means of the continuous supply' of 'various 
factors of production imd 'thr.ough their utilization ; and 
further, the' enterprise is enabled to fulfill its essential func
tion of satisfying the!iemands. of outside economies. Bu't-

,how are' these various factors..of· production which are 
, ,. ~ / 

nurturing, the continuousattivities of an enterprise' accomo-
,dated? They 'are. supplied' to Jhe enterprise by outside, 
economies forecongmic renumerations. For this reason,an.· 
enterprise should prepare means of payment for these factors 
of production in order to assure their continuous supply and 
its own existence; and should possess a capacity foraccomo
dating such means of payment. An enterprise will have to 

, prepare monetary payment every time demand is made for 
payment for the, accomodation of such factors of production 
which are essenti;U to the maintenance of its- continuorts ' 
existence,so that Ii: can p~y 'for them instantaneously or . 
within,a givenperiod~of time,' if sucha pe~iod is specified. 
If its preraration for this payment is impossible or inade
quate, 'the process of its continued supply of the factors of 
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'production ,Will, be, crippled either entirely, or ".partially. ' 
·:.,Ther~in is fOUI)d ~he reason forthepossibmty.of the m~n¢tary' , 

'~',"'; " - ': ", '<', - ....,. ' ',,' '" -'".' :. ',-, - " ' 
'economic l~dlcatiori of the enterprise's ' pow~r "ofeiistertce", . ,', -' ,.. -'- . ,." -" '- '-. ':' . :/-,-,,- ',. 
'as'a unit ,'Organization of production in the' proportioQ',be~ , ' 
twe~nth~~onetaryamountofdeiminds, required for the 
suppl~ of these factors ,of production 'from time to time and ' 

,:'t~e aJh'ountof'-mon,etary rese~es for them. The reservation ' 
, , ofmolletary,means of payment for demands of the supply 

"" ofthese)actorso{ production .is,.: indeed, the basic .gtound 
,,', Jor the "continu()us existence of an ente~prise. " lVIoreover, 

this obligation of paYment, especially in connectionwiththe 
circulating ,. f~ctors. ',' unlike' a similai:obllgation for' capital 
pa'yment;is repeatedly made ; and for-this reasOn, its m<me- • 

J ,,' ", " 

,tary reservation"ior the former· constitutes a, more important 
',' problem than thatfor the latter. This is not only because 
\ demand for' payment by the latter does not occur in: repet i
tiori 'as ill the case of the former. but because the stand of 

, .' these who "demand for the former payment are inseparably 
. ' --, "-' .' - . --. .' , \ 

- bound up in economiC interest with the enterprise itself, and. 
,for .this reason' the effect on the enterpiise in' the case' of 
"the former will be more profound than in the case of the' 

hitter." ' Of" course. we ,have already seen ,that all' this is 
different in the case of banks having as the essential basis 
of their existence the confidence of outside economies in 

.'their, capacity of capital payment: On the contrary, ther~ 
:are many and various enterprises whose existence is"circum
scribed by their capacity of reservation against the supply 
of the factors of production and whose varying degrees' of 

, this capacity affect very materially the utilization of su~h 
productive, factors and other phases of industriai life in 
general. _ The ess~nce of'obligi\tion of payment in these 
enterprises is seen more extensivelY' in the cases of their, 

I indijstrial ,factors of production rather than in the case oE
their' capitaL Therein, lies'thj! chief' monetary econornic 

'- reason' ,for, separating the banking enterprise from other 
kinds of enterprise such as industrial and 'commercial. 

Thus, it is clear that in enterprise et~nomy, obligation 
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for.' payment .agains(whose.res.ervation ··of . monetaryrneans 
of paymelltconstft'uteslhe-enterpdse's .veiy,conditiollof 

:_ ,;. .. • _ _ _ _ ~ __ : •. :,".' ',':" .:::.'\ '. ____ '. _ ,"; '. ~ ',' _ ,r _. ' • ,_, ,)' , • '. '. 

-eXlstence,will 'be ,found.- to' eXist· not only as regards capital 
but also a:s rega.ri:l~produ~tionfactors as. well.· Itls'becilUse 

. ()fthisdrcu~stariceth~t the concept of the liquidity of pro
dliction factors'~salower concept.to the broad concept of 
Iiquiditybecomespm;sible 9r formation. Thus, by theIiqui· 
dity of production factors is meant the reservation capacity 
of a:nenterp~isein, pr~portion, to . the amount of money .. - - '" -:- .' -,' ,', ' ", ,', 
needed in -satisfying demands for the accomodation of pro-
duction factors from time to time which is necessary for the 

. smooth . andcontinuo~s maintenance~of production activities 
by ,tbe enterprise. Thus, the essence of the liquidity of pro
duction factors lies. in monetary economic reserves'- that 
assure thesmoothaccomodatiori of production factors to an 
enterprise." . The question as to whether the maintenance of _ 
such assuarance, or the realization of the liquidity' of pro
duction factors,' will he difficult or .impossibJeofactualization, 

, '-. ," 
or whether it will be carried out excessively or normally or 
equitively, will largely determine the existence of an enter'· 
prise. For, as has been' already stated, the liquidity 'of pro
duetion factors is' the ba.sic "eond it ion for the existence of 
an-enterprise.' In fact, it maybe said that the liquidity of 
production factors' represents the supreme conditional prin
ciple controlling the contiriuollsaCtivities of an enterprise 
a'ld is manifested and grasped in the 'phase' of monetary 
economy . 

. There are two ways by which an enterprise may satisfy 
demands for means of payment in order to secure production 
factors: first, to get new capital and secondly to supply its 
products to the outside in return for renumerations. Where
asthe first method is employed at the time of the establish
men! .and expansion .of an enterprise; the second method is 
used during the 'normal existence' of 'the enterprise. . There 
are many forms of pay~eIlt. fqr its prod1;lctiori factors as an" 

. essential conditiono! its existence. An enterprise must pay 
. for such items as labOur, raw materials, fixed equipment 
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and ~stablishrnents, outside mixed service, etc.' Nor is the 
. ,.enterprise's.6blig~tionto pay . limited to these definite and 

concrete fa~tors, f6r it'must shoulder an obligation to' pay 
regarding the use of capital and the maintena1'l.c~ of its. own 
jndustriaiJ,1tility,not to mention the payment pi :c~pital it~' 
self. Such paymentsbeco~e a: problem of the liquidity()f . 
produ~tion factor~ just as in t.he case of concrete and tangible 
factors'given above. In other words, both interesLand profit 
become im~orta~t" eiements or' the, liquidity of, pro,duction ;0. 

factors in contradistinction with capital liquidity. This fact 
wiIl have a powerful significance'in observing the liquidity 
of enterprises under the' necessity of existing wartime eco· 
nomy; of promoting production expansion, and of the pre· 
ventionof inflation, but I wish to take this particular phase 
of the problern()n some' future occasion. . " . 

~ 4. CONCLUSION. 
\, .' , 

, I ,have tried to show that an enterprise bears an obliga~ 
, tion of making payments to outside economies for the ac· 
comodation of its capital aswel1 as its various factors of 
production, and that, in order to .maintain smoothly the 
t()tativeexistence of its' own. the enterprise_should solve the 
problem' of satisfying demands for payment by means of 
payment' reserved within its' own hands. . In these relations 
we • find the monetary economic expression 'of existence
capaCity" for an enterprise. We have grasped this truth, by 
means 1:he concept of the liquidity of en terprise. Thus, it 
may be said that liquidity offers the basic factor by which 
the concrete existence of an enterprise is determined from 

, its' monetary economic phase. Liquidity having such a vast 
importance must not be either excessive or deficit because 
of the demand for the healthy existence' of the enterprise. 
It is highly important' that there should be a well-balanced 
equilibrium between demands and their satisfaction by mone~ 
tary means .of payment' during the circulating process of 
industrial production. ' The maintenance of such an equi-
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, libriumor an, appropriate liquidity should ,be one of the 
,central objects ofimporfance for· adjusting tbe process of 

production." Why ,is such a state of equilibrium,' all' im- , 
portant ?Why and by whatjridustrial relations do we see, 
such phenomena as excessiveness,. deficiency 'and propriety 

, in, liquidity? These are~ some oUhe vitali?roblems that are 
asked of the science of industrial ,management regarding, 
liquidity . Hitherto, the German science of industrial manage
ment has treated these problems from the standpoint of the 
enterprise for, its. own demands for' existence and, of the 
pursuit-of capitalistic profit·making~r from the viewpoint 

'of private economy of industrial. enterprise. .There' is no 
. doubt that these Ger'manstudies made much contributitm to 
the.elucidation of various problems concerned. However, the 
existing demands for the expimsionof production and the 
prevention .of inflation under wartime economy is bound to 
bring out a new field of vision for this science, especially 

, . . 
in connection with....the problem 'of the liquidity of enterprise 
having such vital importance with production and the pro
blem . of money. economy. The problem of liquidity is-

-certainly ~ne of the mO,st interesting and vital issues for'the 
science of industrial management. I have been unable to' 
touch, on this, main thesis, as I have excIusivelydwelt on 
the problem of the concept of this economic phenomenon, 
because I felt that the solution of such vital concrete pro
blems of great importanc~ must be predicated on a study of 
the general ideas of liquidity. 
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